EEG brain mapping in diagnostic and therapeutic assessment of dementia.
EEG brain mapping has been proven to be a valuable method in diagnostic and therapeutic assessment in dementia trials, because it is a readily available, inexpensive, high time-resolution method for objective and quantitative evaluation of the neurophysiological aspects of dementias. In 111 mildly to moderately demented patients diagnosed according to DSM-III as both degenerative [senile dementia of the Alzheimer type (SDAT)] and vascular [multi-infarct dementia (MID) type], we were interested in showing not only differences between SDAT and MID patients and normal controls but also the relationship between CT scans, EEG maps, clinical ratings and psychometric tests. CT measures included 10 cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) space variables as well as 17 cortical density measures (1.7 mm3 cubes, Hounsfield units). Clinical investigations consisted of the SCAG score/factors, the digit symbol substitution test, the trailmaking test and the digit span forward test. In brain maps, SDAT patients showed slightly to moderately more slow and less alpha and beta activity as well as a slowing of the dominant frequency (DF) and the centroid (C) than did normal controls. These findings were most prominent in parietal and temporal regions. MID patients exhibited markedly augmented delta/theta and attenuated alpha and beta activity and a slowing of the DF and C. These neurophysiological findings suggest a deterioration of vigilance. Differences between SDAT and MID patients were found mostly in measures concerning differences in the maps. Brain maps of correlation coefficients between CT and EEG variables demonstrated: the greater the anterior horn distance, lateral ventricle distance, and Evan's index, as well as the less cortical density, the more delta/theta and the less alpha and beta activity in the EEG. Moreover, the higher the delta/theta, the less alpha and beta activity, the higher the SCAG scores, and the worse the psychometric performance. From the pharmacological point of view, we observed a significant improvement in vigilance after administration of several nootropic drugs both in normal and pathologically aging subjects, which was associated also with improvement of psychopathometric scores. Based on multi-variante analysis of variance (MANOVA)/Hotlelling T2 we observed a drug's effect in different brain regions of MID and SDAT patients. Thus, pharmaco-EEG mapping mediates valuable information regarding if, how, when, in which dosage, and where a nootropic drug acts on its target organ--the aging human brain.